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What Is On The Paleo Food List?***Updated and Revised 1/30/2014. Reformatted and added

sections on what makes the Paleo Diet special and some breakfast recipes to get you off to

that fast start in the morning.***The Paleo diet is one of the hottest crazes on the lose weight

scene for people who have discovered the benefits of eating in this manner. But you are

probably still skeptical as to whether it will work for you.This short ebook contains exactly what

you can and cannot eat on this diet plan and may be the type of information that you require

before deciding to make a full fledged pledge to this particular eating program.The foods that

you are allowed to ingest are listed in alphabetical order for ease of reference. The same goes

for the banned substances.This is THE best way to see if you have what it takes to follow this

method and become healthier. Hit the buy button now!



Paleo Food ListWhat You Can Eat on the Caveman Diet, the Rationale Behind it and Some

Great Recipes to Get You StartedMolly JohnsenIntroductionThe Paleo diet is becoming one of

the more palatable choices for people who are desperate to lose weight. This is because there

is really nothing too extraordinary about this program. It basically involves food choices that

are allowed and those that are not.For many dieters, the biggest difficulty has been the calories

allowed on their many attempted plans in the past. Of course, most of them ended in failure

because they were just not the right kind of strategy.The reason that Paleo is so much different

is that the kinds of foods can be mixed and matched as long as they are on the list. Now there

is no more starvation or having to exercise in order to make that body transformation that many

people are dying to perform. As long as the food choices are on the list, the meal can be

made.As with any diet program, the person making the choices has to adhere to the particular

rules and regulations in order to succeed. For the most part, a diet plan ends in failure because

the participant gets bored quite easily. This makes it much too hard to adhere for the expected

term of the course.Paleo might be the perfect choice since all natural foods are suggested and

this helps with a number of problems besides weight loss. That might be the best news of all.To

your good health,MollyDisclaimerThe ideas contained in this eBook are for education and

entertainment purposes only. No claim is made as to whether a person can or will lose weight

by following this program. The author has no way to determine whether or not the participant

is adhering to the methods described herein.Every individual has to do their own due diligence

when beginning any kind of weight loss program. It is best to seek the advice of a medical

professional or nutrition specialist when making changes to a dietary regimen.Persons with pre-

existing conditions may not be able to follow the advice proposed by the author and should

have these statements evaluated by a doctor before attempting anything that may adversely

affect their health.Table of ContentsIntroductionDisclaimerPaleo Food ListLand
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LegChicken ThighChicken WingsChuck SteakEggsElkEmuGoatGooseGrass Fed BeefGround

BeefKangarooLamb ChopsLamb rackLean VealNew York SteakOstrichPheasantPorkPork

ChopsPork

TenderloinPoultryQuailRabbitRattlesnakeReindeerSalmonSteakTurkeyTurtleVealVenison

SteaksWild BoarFishBassHalibutMackerelRed SnapperSalmonSardinesSharkSunfishSwordfish

TilapiaTroutTunaWalleyeSeafoodClamsCrabCrawfishCrayfishShrimpClamsLobsterScallopsOyst

ersVegetablesAcorn SquashArtichoke heartsAsparagusAvocadoBeetsBroccoliBrussels

sproutsButternut SquashCabbageCarrotsCauliflowerCeleryEggplantGreen

OnionsParsleyPeppers (All Kinds)SpinachSweet PotatoYamZucchiniOils/FatsAvocado

OilCoconut oilGrass fed ButterMacadamia OilOlive oilNutsAlmonds
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OML, “make sense diet. I just finished reading about this diet. It is make sense and I can see

how one can loose weight using the food to consume list and avoid the avoid food list. I'll give it

a try. It is based on low carb diet and any diet that advocate consuming low carb food will serve

you right. The only culprit in gaining weight is eating carbs. !!! Proved times and again. If you

are more on the vegetarian side, than you can play it with it in consuming more vegetables,

berries, nuts and seeds for protein. Eggs consider the ultimate, magical food. As it is has a

complete amino acids and most of the vitamin and mineral and good cholesterol.Thank you for

the opportunity to download this book for free.”

Colin Pal, “great reference guide. Paleo Food List is great reference guide for everyone on the

Paleo diet and even those that just want to eat healthy. This food list categorizes all the foods

we should and even those we shouldn't be eating. I've been on the Paleo route for over 3 years

now and oftentimes I mix up what I should and shouldn't be eating. This list is exactly what I

need.”

Janet K. Gallagher, “Lists Only !. Molly Johnsen, gives a list of foods allowed and a list of foods

not allowed on this Paleo / Caveman eating style.That is all. No information on the diet or

recipes etc. I am glad I bought it because I didn't find the lists of what not to eat in the other

books I have gotten to start this plan.”

Pamela G. Castillo, “Paleo Food List. This is a great little book. I ordered in on Kindle and am

really glad I did.  Good insight and easy to follow.”

The book by Molly Johnsen has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 7 people have provided feedback.
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